WASHINGTON

WHO WE ARE:
Washington MESA is a statewide organization housed in the University of Washington,
Office of Minority Affairs & Diversity that builds pathways to college and careers
for students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields.
Washington MESA develops programming and initiatives that focus on supporting
traditionally underrepresented students in these fields, including African Americans,
Native Americans, Hispanics/Latinos, and women.
Washington STEM advances excellence, equity, and innovation in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) education for all Washington students. Washington
STEM works as a backbone organization to serve as a convener and catalyst for STEM
education to dramatically increase the number of Washingtonians that are “future
ready” -- individuals with the creative skills needed to thrive in today’s jobs and in the
unknown jobs of tomorrow.
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Career Connected Learning is a
continuum of awareness, exploration,
preparation, and work experiences
developed through strong public and
private partnerships. Participants
develop, apply, and are assessed
on academic, technical, trade, and
entrepreneurial skills that support their
future career success.
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Purpose of the Playbook
This playbook offers a step-by-step guide for how to hold a successful Career Readiness Workshop
targeting middle and high school students, as well as post-secondary students seeking STEM internships and employment. Included are example materials from an event hosted in January 2016
by Washington State MESA as well as templates and presentations for creating your own successful
Career Readiness Workshop.

What is a Career Readiness Workshop?

A Career Readiness Workshop is a Career Exploration experience on the continuum of Career Connected Learning. These workshops bring together students and industry professionals to take part in career
readiness activities. Students network with professionals, take part in mock interviews, and generally
build their confidence and skills related to interactions with potential employers.
These events are a great way to help prepare students for meaningful and effective interactions with
professionals. Industry professionals with an interest in supporting the talent pipeline and increasing the
number of highly qualified young people in their local community also benefit greatly from a Career Readiness Workshop.
At a typical Career Readiness Workshop -- which often includes dinner and networking-- industry representatives lead students through three interactive workshops over a three-hour period: Delivering an
Elevator Pitch, Resume Best Practices, and Interview Strategies. This helps students develop a skill set
to market the STEM skills they’ve attained through their studies. The event also gives opportunities for
students and professionals to informally interact and network during dinner and after the workshops.

Career Connected Learning

Continuum

ntinuum Framework

ed Learning Co
Download: Career Connect
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The Plays
Play 1 - Project Planning and Spreadsheet
There are several steps involved in planning a successful event, from identifying business partners to
securing a facility and arranging food. To track these tasks we suggest using a simple project management spreadsheet like the one shown here.

Sample Career Readiness Project Managment Spreadsheet

Download: Career Readiness Project Managment Tool.xlsx
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Play 2 - Invite Students
Decide on the target age group and demographic that you want this event to serve. Are there students
in your region who don’t have other opportunities to interact with professionals? Are there students who
don’t have career related social capital (e.g., they don’t have family members in STEM fields)? These
are the students that you want to target. Once you’ve decided on the student target, you can start your
recruiting. Is there a STEM Network in your region? Is there a MESA program in your region? If so, consider partnering with them to recruit students. Educational Service Districts, school districts, schools, and
teachers often have communication vehicles that you can tap into as well.

Sample Invite to Students
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Play 3 - Identify Your Business/Industry Team
For an event with 60 students you will need approximately 10 professionals. Each table will have one or
two professionals and five to seven students. What are the STEM businesses in your community that you
can tap to attend the event? Do you have an existing partnership or relationship with local STEM businesses? If so, this is the time to identify them and start your outreach. If not, you will need to leverage
your social and professional networks to recruit businesses. Attending a Career Readiness Workshop
is a relatively low lift for businesses. All you are asking of them to do is send one or more employees to
a three hour evening event where they will sit at a table with a small group of students, facilitate discussions, and offer tips related to developing an elevator pitch, writing a great resume, and doing an
effective interview. When you are inviting professionals, be mindful to ask professionals from diverse
backgrounds who work in different STEM fields so that students can see themselves in the professionals
taking part.

Sample Business Invite

t Invitation Sample
Download: Professional Recruitmen
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Play 4 - Sponsorships and Funding
You may want to solicit financial and/or in-kind support from local businesses as there are some minimal
costs associated with holding a Career Readiness Workshop. You can request funding or in-kind donations for such things as catering, facility rental, or student transportation. Businesses are often eager to
attach their name/brand to STEM education events. Sponsors should be recognized on the print materials, website, and in the presentation slides.

Sample Sponsorship Lette

r

Download: Professiona
l Recruitment Invitation
Sample

“I was happy to attend on
behalf of Boeing. It was
also really fun to watch all
the energy and excitement
those young students have.”
- Boeing employee
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Play 5 - Event Budget
Costs to hold an event can include project management, facility rental, catering, workshop materials, and
transportation for students. A sample budget based on a 60 person event (50 students and 10 professionals) is provided here.

Sample Budget
Item
Project Management

Cost
$2,000

Notes
20 hours at $100/hour for staff efforts

Facility Rental

$500

Space to hold 60 people at tables

Catering

$900

$15/person

Workshop Materials

$150

$2.50/person

Transportation for students

$250

$5/student

Total

$3,800

Play 6 - Event Agenda
Create a facilitator (internal) agenda for the event that details the tasks, lead person, and timing. For a
three hour event including dinner and three mini workshops, you should allocate approximately 30 minutes per workshop with the remainder of time devoted to networking. Once you have a detailed agenda
finalized, create a simple participant (external) agenda.

Sample Facilitator Agenda

Download: Facilitator Agenda Sample and Facilitator Agenda Template

Sample Participant Agenda

Download: Participant Agenda Sample and Participant Agenda Template
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Play 7 - Facility and Food
Key to a successful event is holding it at the right place. The room should accommodate separate tables for six to eight people, a podium and screen, and food buffet area. Consider holding the event at a
business so students have the experience of entering a business space and seeing what work spaces
look like. Sharing a meal together is an integral part of the event as it provides students an opportunity to
network in a realistic setting. We recommend the meal be buffet style; standing in a buffet line and talking
with adjacent people is a practical networking skill that students can practice while they are getting their
meal.

Play 8 - Handouts and Materials
Have on hand notepaper and pens and place these at each table. Handouts for each workshop are
included in the workshop section below. In addition to these specific documents, you may want to have
information about current internship opportunities and job postings. Invite professionals to bring relevant
materials from their businesses and their business cards. At the MESA event, organizations such as the
State Board of Community and Technical Colleges (SBCTC) were invited to attend and table with their
information.

Play 9 - The Event!
Now you are ready to hold a successful Career Readiness Workshop. If you follow our model from Washington MESA, the event for students and professionals will consist of dinner, three mini workshops, and
networking. Mini workshop lesson plans and presentation materials are provided in the following section
titled “Workshops.”
•

Elevator Pitch Workshop - The elevator pitch workshop allows students to begin to craft a pitch
to potential employers. The workshop covers the importance of elevator pitches, samples, and
provides opportunities to practice with peers and professionals.

•

Resume Workshop - The resume workshop provides a detailed explanation and step-by-step
processes for writing an effective resume.

•

Interview Strategies Workshop - The interview strategies workshop provides a detailed breakdown of the interview process. The workshop covers interviewing techniques, sample interview
questions, and interview etiquette.

Washington STEM Lab Blog
Ready Set Go – MESA Career Readiness Event
January 2016
“You have 30 seconds to tell who you are, what you’re
passionate about, and why this area of work interests you.”
That was the charge given by Jason Archer, managing
director from Accenture, in one of three mini-workshops at
a recent Washington MESA Career Readiness Networking
Event. Read a blog about the MESA event.
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Play 10 - Evaluation
Following the event, it’s a good idea to send a short evaluation survey to your participants so you can
determine how well you met your goals and what you might do to improve future events. We recommend
using google forms or a survey tool such as SurveyMonkey to create an evalutation simular to the sample
below.

Sample Evaulation Question

Download: Evaluation Sample
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Workshops
The workshops focus on three key areas: Developing an Elevator Pitch, Writing a Resume, and Interview Strategies. The lesson plans offer a flexible guide for each workshop. Each lesson plan can be
modified and tailored to meet the needs of your target audience.

1. Delivering an Elevator Pitch
The elevator pitch workshop allows students to begin to craft a pitch to potential employers. The workshop covers the importance of elevator pitches, samples, and provides opportunities to practice with
peers and professionals.

Lesson Plan
The lesson plan includes step-by-step instructions for facilitating an elevator pitch workshop and incorporates a sample schedule and presenter tips.

OBJECTIVE

To practice delivering in 30 seconds or less a brief and persuasive description of who you are.

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

An elevator pitch is a conversation starter and a way to offer someone just
enough information to give them a sense of who you are and leave them
with a desire to know more.
The essential elements of a Elevator Pitch include:
• An introduction – Who are you?
• Hook – What is the problem / opportunity?
• Solution – What are you doing about it?
• Value proposition – How does this create value for the target?
• Call to action – Can we meet again?

FACILITATION

OUTCOMES

12

Presenter gives quick overview, instructions and an anecdotal story, then
hands off to the table volunteers to facilitate.
Time

Activity

Notes

7:00 pm (7 min)

Brief talk on elevator pitches

Facilitator

7:07 pm (1 min)

Facilitator gives instruction of activity and
hands off to table volunteers

7:08 pm (12 min)

Kick off table sessions: Students can jot
down notes and practice

7:20 pm (5 min)

At each table, round robin of elevator
pitches

7:25 pm (5 min)

Round two of pitches w/ no uhs or ums

7:30 pm (15 min)

A few students do pitches to the whole
group

7:45 pm

Close

Table Volunteers

Student will be able to effectively deliver a persuasive elevator pitch and
learn strategies on marketing themselves.
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Presentation
The presentation contains slides with tips and best practices for developing and delivering an effective
elevator pitch.

An elevator pitch should focus on telling a
compelling story in a short amount of time.

Here is a simple way to structure an
introduction.

Start of by telling your story or by giving your
“pitch”.
The focus or topic can be adjusted as needed.

The hook is what draws the listener in. Spend
time focusing on how to frame this through
examples.

Providing a solution is critical but may not
always be the case, or there may not be a
solution yet.

When someone talks passionately about what
they do or care about, it’s hard not to want to
hear more.

This part of the pitch helps a listener
understand how the presenter approaches and
solves problems.

Download: Telling Yout Story in 30 Secounds Presentation

2. Resume Best Practices
The resume workshop provides a detailed explanation and step-by-step processes for writing an
effective resume.

Lesson Plan
The lesson plan includes a step-by-step process for facilitating a resume workshop and incorporates a
sample schedule and presenter tips.

OBJECTIVE

To help students understand the key elements needed for a successful
resume.
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ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

FACILITATION

OUTCOMES

The resume workshop gives students an opportunity to:
1. Learn about critical components of technical, functional and/or
tactical resumes
2. Get real time feedback on current resumes
3. Make live edits with feedback from experienced volunteers
Time

Activity

Notes

7:45 pm (5 min)

Brief talk on resume best practices

Facilitator

7:50 pm (3 min)

Facilitator gives instruction of activity and
hands off to table volunteers

table volunteers

7:53 pm (20 min)

Students/volunteers discuss and review
resume checklists

Students &
Volunteer

8:10 pm

Close

Presenter gives a 5-7 minute talk on resume best practices and what employers expect to see. Table volunteers work 1:1 with each student on their
resumes.
Student will better understand key elements that need to be included in
their resumes.

Presentation
The presentation contains slides showing the structure and key components of a resume, breaking
down each section with specific examples.

Introduce the topic and value/purpose of a
good resume.

14

Show sample resumes.
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Explain the key elements of an effective
resume.

Discuss the addtional key elements.

Explain that the experience section is critical to
an effective resume.

Explain the addtional tips.

Download: Get Noticed. Get Hired! Resume Basics.

Handout & Alternative Presentation
Download
• Resume Checklist
• Alternative Resume Presentation - Writing an Effective Resume

3. Interview Strategies
The interview strategies workshop provides a detailed breakdown of the interview process. The workshop covers interviewing techniques, sample interview questions, and interview etiquette.

Lesson Plan
The lesson plan includes a step-by-step process for facilitating a mock interview workshop and incorporates a sample schedule and presenter tips.

OBJECTIVE

To simulate the interview process by exposing student to the types of
questions and scenarios that they should expect to encounter in a STEM
centered interview.
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ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

Mock interviews give students the opportunity to practice fine tuning their
responses and sharing experiences based on common interview questions.
Having a safe place to learn and ask questions along with getting guidance
from experienced volunteers is highly valuable in the preparation for an
actual interview.
The structure of this activity works well as a group interview due to typical
size of the event, ration of students to volunteers and time allotted for this
workshop.

FACILITATION

OUTCOMES

Presenter gives quick overview, instructions and an anecdotal story, then
hands off to the table volunteers to facilitate:
Time

Activity

Notes

8:15 pm (5 min)

Brief talk on interview tips & tactic

Facilitator

8:20 pm (1 min)

Facilitator gives instruction of activity and
hands off to table volunteer

8:21 pm (19 min)

Kick off table sessions: Round table
(Round Robin) Interviews.

8:40 pm (5 min)

Debrief questions

8:45 pm (5 min)

Round 2 of interview questions

9:00

Close

Table Volunteers

Student will be able to effectively respond to common interview questions.
This exercise gives students an opportunity to learn how to highlight specific aspects of their experiences and overall story.

Presentation
The presentation contains slides showing the structure and key components of a resume, breaking
down each section with specific examples.

Introduce the topic and tell a short story about
why interviews are so important.
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Summarize the steps prior to an interview.

Describe what you want in a career/employer
Identify your strengths and weaknesses
Identify your goals and objectives (short and
long term)
Be prepared to discuss areas for development
in a solution-oriented manner.

Research the company on the Web: The
Glassdoor site also provides reviews on
companies, some can be swayed by departed
employees, but it is always good to check
there. Check Press Releases, Google etc.
What services or product they provide... What’s
their Vision or Mission Statement?

Summarize key elements that employers look
for in an effective resume.

Be prepard with a couple questions for the
interviewer.

Download: Interview Tactics and Tips
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